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Welcome to the exciting world of Binary Options trading!
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I.

Accessing NatureForex Binary Options Trading Account

To access your NatureForex trading account, you can log in from NatureForex page and get the link
to Binary Options trading.

Access Binary Options Web
Trader from Mypage
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1. Make Deposit
In order to be able to start trading Binary Options with NatureForex, the customer needs to make an
initial deposit with a minimum amount of 3 USD.
Customers can make deposits using the various deposit options available on NatureForex including
Credit and Debit Cards, Neteller or using a bank wire transfer.
Deposit can be made from inside the customer’s My Page. After log in Mypage, select “Account
Management”, you can just by follow the "Deposit” section in “Money Transaction” Tab to fund your
account:

Make deposit request and Transfer
money to Binary Options account
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2. Purchasing Binary Options and Using NatureForex Trading Platform
Choosing your preferred Binary Options Instrument.
NatureForex offers trading of Binary Options with High/Low; Choice 6; Range In/Out and Ladder
options instruments. Each has its unique benefits that the customer can use depending on the
market and the customer’s preferences.

High/Low Options credits you profit if the price of the underlying asset ends up above or below the
expiry price of the options you chose. Select "High” if you believe the expiration rate will rise above
the current rate, or select "Low" if you believe the expiration rate will fall below the current rate.
Choice6 Options guarantees profit as same as High/Low Options. However, at this type of options,
customers have the opportunity to choose the target price from six available prices.
Range In/Out Options allows you to choose ranges of target price. End term price just needs to be
“In” or “Out” of the Range you predicted and chose. This options brings traders more chances to win.
Before “Closed” time for trading, you will be able to sell your orders to reduce the risk and loss that
you think might happens
Ladder Options – There are 5 levels of target price. Each target price allows customers to request
orders Call and Put. With target price will provide different Call and Put price
4

2.2 Placing an order
2.2.1. How to place an order for High/Low options.
Step 1:
Choose the Currency Pair that you would like to trade and Insert investment amount.

Choose
Currency Pair

Insert amount
you invest

Step 3:
Select HIGH or LOW options

Choose HIGH or LOW
then EXECUTE
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If your order is successful, “Successful” pop up will show on your screen:

You can choose to buy only options with the “Open time” available (Ranging from “Open” to “Close”).
With the option that appears as “Waiting time”, you cannot choose as these options will be open at
later time.
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2.2.2 How to place an order for Choice6 option.
Step 1:
The Currency Pairs will appear on the box listed on the left:

Step 2:
Select one of six options in Choice6 display then choose the amount you would like to invest:
The 3 High Options to buy
when you expect the End
Price will be higher than
Target Price

The 3 Low Options to buy
when you expect the End
Price will be higher than
Target Price
Invested amount
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Clear: To delete the amount you place.
Order: To place an order.
One Click Order:
In On status: the order will be executed instantly when you choose High or Low.
In Off status: the order will be executed manually when you choose High or Low, then press “Execute”
button. You can use Off status if you want to confirm your decision again.
Once you decide whether you believe the value of the underlying asset will go up or down by the expiry
time, you select how much you would like to invest.
Minimum

Maximum investment

Maximum investment for

investment

each customer each term

total customer each term

High/Low; Choice 6

3 USD

100 USD

400 USD

RangeIn/Out;

3 lots

50 lots

100 lots

Ladder

If you want to increase your investment, you can choose 3 levels of money appearing:
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Step 4:
Select one out of three options of High or Low

After you confirm, your screen will appear like below:
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You can choose to buy only options with the “Open time” available (ranging from “Open” to “Close”).
With the option that appears as “Waiting time”, you cannot choose as these options will come at later
time:

2.2.3 How to place an order for Range In/Out options
Step 1: Choose the currency pair you would like to trade

Step 2: Choose your range of end price prediction
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High Price range

Low Price range

If you choose Range In options; your end term price (Strike price) is required to stay within the relevant
range you already chose in order to get profit; if out of the range, you will lose
On the other hand, when you choose Range Out options, your end term price is required to ends outside
of the range you chose at the beginning to win, if end price stays inside your range, you will lose

RANGE

Win condition

IN

Low Price of range = or < Strike Price < High

+ Strike price > High Price range

Price of range

+ Strike price < Low Price range

+ Strike Price = or > High Price of range

+ Strike Price < High Price of range

+ Strike Price < Low Price of range

+ Strike Price > Low Price of range

OUT

Loss condition

High Price range
Low Price range

Step 3: Input the trading volume and Execute order
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2.2.4 How to place an order for Ladder options.
Step 1: Choose the currency pair you would like to trade and amount of money you will invest

Step 2: Choose Call or Put Options
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If you choose Call for your trading currency pair; if end term price equals or higher than your strike
price you will win; if your strike price smaller than end price, you will lose
In contrast, when you choose Put options, when end term price is lower than your strike price, you will
win; if your strike price is higher or equal to end term price, you will lose

3. Closing Your Binary Options
Now you have an open position. You can wait for the Binary Options expires. Once you have opened
the position in High/Low or Choice 6 options you cannot close the position before it expires.
However, you will have chance to close (sell) your order before ending Execution time in mode Range
In/Out and Ladder
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4.

Trade box explanation.

After performing a trade action, the action appears as a data marker on the chart and the details of
the open trade are visible in the bottom box below the Trade Box as shown on the image below:
4.1 Position:
All your purchased and opened options for the instrument you have selected (High/Low; Choice6;
Range In/Out and Ladder) can be found in the Position box displayed in the trade box window. The
Box also shows all recently executed options, which may include also recently closed positions.

Sell: in Range In/Out and Ladder Mode; during Execution time (between Opened and Closed time
shows on screen chart for placing orders); you will have possibility to sell your order with relevant
price and Profit/Loss shows on screen. This function brings you opportunity to reduce loss or gain
higher profit than end price.

4.2 Account History
Account History will display all the details of your transactions.
You can search your history orders by relevant categories show on screen
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4.3 End Price List
In here you can view End Price of each Term

Explanation of the Trade Box items:

Terms

Explanation

Order No:

the ID of the transaction.

Services:

The options you purchase (High/Low; Choice6; Range In/Out or Ladder)

Execution Time
Term No:
Symbol
Target Price

Time you place an order.
The number of your order in the queue
The trading currency pair for trading
This is the current price of the asset determined by NatureForex base on
the live pricing feeds supplied by the data provider and represents the
price at which NatureForex is willing to sell the options at the given time
Your buying order
The return on investment you can expect when the options is expired
the amount of money you place an order with
the spot price of the market when your options is expired
End term price
Total money of each transaction including your initial investment
your real profit of the transaction/
Your order (in Range In/Out) was sold successfully

Type
Payout rate
Investment
End Price
Strike Price
Payout
Profit/Loss
Success
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